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r{ENU ACTIVITY Candy Box Research

OVerVieW ln the whole class lesson, Candy Boxes, children found the various
rectangular boxes that could be used for packing 4, 6, 12, and 24lile
candies. This activity extends Candy Boxes to quantities from 1 through

36. Children work in pairs and-find boxes for two different quantities. They
post their cut-out boxes on a class chart. The class then examines all the

posted boxes and looks for patterns and relationships.
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Before the lesson
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Cather these materials:
I Black-line master of menu activity, page 131

I Color Tiles (1-inch square tiles)
I 1/2-inch squared paper ( Black-Line Masters section, page 141)
I Scissors
I Tape
I Rectangles cut from 1/2-inch squared paper for the numbers 4, 6, 12,

and 24 (from the whole class lesson, Candy Boxes)
I Large sheet of chart paper,'18-by-72-inches, or several smaller sheets

taped together
I A small bag with slips of paper or tags numbered from I to 36,

excluding 4,6,'12, and 24
I Rule the chart into columns at least 2 inches wide and number them

from 1 to 36. Columns for which there is only one rectangle (such as 1

and the prime numbers 2,3,5,7,11, and so forth) need be only an
inch wide. Since children will post their cut-out rectangles on the chart,
the display will be clearer if the chart and the squared paper are
different colors.

I Tell the children they will each be part of a class effort to find all the
different candy boxes for quantities from 1 to 36. You may wish to present
this investigation in the candy company context introduced in the whole
class lesson. Tell students that the president wants customers to be able to
buy candies in any quantity they like. Therefore, the design research
department now has to recommend boxes for all amounts of candy from 1

ro 35.
I Post the cut-out rectangles for the numbers the class has already
investigated:4,6, 12, and 24. Make sure the dimensions are recorded on
each of these rectangles.
I Cive the children directions. They are to work in pairs. One partner
reaches into the bag and takes a slip of paper. The number on the paper
tells the quantity of candies the pair is to investigate. Then, they use tiles to
find the rectanBUlar boxes possible for that quantitv, they cut out each
rectangular shape from 1/Z-inch squared paper and label its dimensions,
and thev post it on the chart in the correct place.

Because of their prior experience making rectangles ior 4, 6, ,l2. 
and 24 candies.

the children were familiar with the procedure tor this activity. Everyone

understood what to do, and I didn't have to address the kinds of procedural

concerns that typicallv come up when I introduce a new task.

As I watched the class work. I noticed that students used different methods for
finding rectangles. Manv used trial and error. Libby and Kristina, for exampie,
picked the number 16. Thev each counted out sixteen tiles and worked in a

seemingly random manner to arrange them into a rectangle. Libby found a solution
first; she built a -l-by--l arrav. She showed it to Kristina, rvho then built the same

array, as if to verifv that it rvould r,vork w'ith her tiles as rvell. Then Kristina began to

rearrange them in search of another shape. Libbv cut the -l-bv--l square out of the

squared paper and went back to rvorking with tiles. Eventuallv, thev iound the
three rectangles for 16.

Getting started

FROM THE CI.ASSROOM
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Class discussion

ln confiast, Michael and Brian worked together in a very methodical way. They
drew the number 28. After making and cuning out a l -by-28 rectangle, they
arranged the tiles in two rows to get the 2-by-14 array. Then they tried an

arrangement in three rows, which didn't work because one tile was left over at the
end. They continued with four rows, and so on.

Josh made use of his keen number sense. He and Tony picked the number 15.
Tony began to arrange his tiles intd-two rows. "lt's not even," .losh told Tony, "so
two rows won't work." Tony continued any,vay, puttint the tiles in two rows until
he proved to himself it couldn't be done. losh, meanwhile, went on independently
and found the 3-by-5 rectangle.

None of the children knew when they had found all the possible rectangles. I

noticed that some rectangles were missing for some of the numbers on the chart. I

decided to deal with this in a class discussion.

Make sure everyone can see the completed chart. Ask questions to help
children see patterns and relationships among the posted rectangles. Begin
with the following question: Which rectangles have a side with two
squares? Point to one example, such as the 2-by-6 rectangle postd under
the number 12. Ask students to tell the others they see.

Children probably will identify rectangles in random order. After
several responses are given, write on the board: "Two on a side." Tell the
class that you'd like to list the rectangles in order, starting with the smallest
number that has a rectangle with two squares on a side. List the numbers
as children report them: 2, 4, 6,8, I 0, I 2, and so on. Students are familiar
with this sequence and will know if a rectangle is missing. When this
happens, have a volunteer cut the missing rectangle out of squared paper
and post it.

Ask the children to describe the patterns they notice in the number
sequence you've recorded. lf they don't make the observations
themselves, point out that these are all even numbers, that one number is
skipped between each pair, and that all numbers are multiples oi 2.

ln a similar manner, discuss each of the following questions:
Which rectangles have a side with three squares?
Four squaresi
Five squares?
Which numbers have rectangles that are also squares? (After listing

these, tell the children that these are called square numbers.)
Which numbers have only one rectangle? (Tell the children that these

are called prime numbers.)
Do you think, if we continued the chart, that we'd ever find a number

for which there were no rectangles? Whv or why not?

I used the class discussion to connect the rectangles on the chart to the children's
previous experience with multiples. The students' responses revealed that most

had little number sense about multiples and didn't see the relationship between

multiples and rectangles. For example, it's obvious to me that a rectangle with two
tiles on a side exists for everv even number oi tiles. This rvas a surprising discoverv

to most of the children. And even after discussing, it, some pupils remarned

unimpressed or didn't really understand it.

FROM THE C1ASSROOM



NOTE l'm constantty reminded that
children do not see things the way aduls do.

It's important to remember this and not have
preconceived ideas of what students

"should" know. Class discussions can reveal
mathematical ideas to children, but they can
also tell the teacher what the children do
and do not understand.

NOTE Teachers sometimes need to
decide when to solve problems for children
and when to leave mathematical issues

unsolved. Resist giving solutions iust to bring
closure to a discussion. Many mathematical
problems are not easily or quickly solved,
and we want to help children develop the
kind of persistence that mathematical
thinking often demands.
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All children were able to chant 2, 4, 6,8, 10, and so forth, but their knowledge

seemed to be of the sequence as a familiar rhyme, not as a mathematical pattern.

An activity such as this may help them understand that sequence more

mathematically.
The benefit or stimulation a child Sets from class discussions is partly

determined by his or her interes6 and prior experience. I don't expect to capture

every child's imagination by every question I raise, but I try to ask a range of

questions that may include something for everyone.

After I listed the numbers with square rectangles - 1, 4,9, 16,25,36, 49,64,

8l - | asked the same question I had raised for the other sequences, "What

patterns can you see in the square numbersl"
The children looked for a while, and finally Angie raised her l.rand. "l don't

think there's any pattern," she said. Several others nodded their agreement.

"l don't either," Alex added. "They don't skip evenly."
,,Sometimes you can see a pattern more easily if you look at it geometrically

instead of numerically," I said. "Watch as I demonstrate a pattern with the tiles."

I put out one blue tile to represent the first square number. I then added red tiles

across the top and one side to make a 2-by-2 square. "How many red tiles did I

add to build the next larger square?" I asked. The children answered, "Three'"

I then added yellow tiles across the top and side to make a 3-by-3 square'

"How many yellow tiles did I add?" I asked. The children answered, "Five'"

I continued in this way, adding different color tiles to change each square into

the next larger square and asking the children each time how many tiles I added.

Some of them caught on to the pattern - that I added the next larger odd number

each time - and were fascinated by it. Others didn't react.

Then I brought the children's attention to the numbers that had only one

rectangle. "Except tor the number 1," I said, "these are called 'prime numbers'"'

They liked learning the name for this set of numbers. I asked the children about 17,

the next number after those on the chart.
"Do you think 37 is prime?" I asked.

The children discussed this among themselves. Alex raised his hand. "Well, is it

one of those prime numbers?" he asked.

I didn't give Alex the answer he wanted. "l'm not going to tell you," I said' "But,

if you come up with an answer and explain vour reasoning to me. l'll give you

honest feedback. ldon't want just to tell Vou the answer; lrvant vou to try and

make sense of the situation for vourself. Talk about it with others who are

interested."
At this time, none of the children had a strong enough sense of numbers or

multiplication to answer the question. But I left it as a challenge to see what would

happen. This was a judgment call on mv part. I decided that the informatton was

not of value to them wrthout the understanding, and I knew thev would encounter

prime numbers again in the next several grades. lt wasn't necessary to resolve this


